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Domestic versus Global SCC matters
Benefits and Costs of EPA’s Proposed Clean Power Plan Rule in 2030 (Billions 2011 $)

Source: EPA’s Regular Impact Analysis via Stavins (2014)
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Benefits $3 $31
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Negative net benefits 
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http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-06/documents/20140602ria-clean-power-plan.pdf
http://www.robertstavinsblog.org/2014/06/19/what-are-the-benefits-and-costs-of-epas-proposed-co2-regulation/
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http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-06/documents/20140602ria-clean-power-plan.pdf
http://www.robertstavinsblog.org/2014/06/19/what-are-the-benefits-and-costs-of-epas-proposed-co2-regulation/


Global v Domestic 

Matters.

A lot.



Theoretical justifications for an SCC > Domestic Only
Enter (global) political economy.

1. One-shot conjectures

2. Repeated game setup (Folk Theorems)

• Nash reversion

• Nash reversion with transfers

• Credible punishments

“Fallen out of favor” among 
economists…

…very much en vogue in parts
of (global) political economy/

legal literature.



Important (global) institutional design questions
Transfers matter

Which institutions/transfers
support GSCC-GSCC outcome?



Legal justifications for a Global SCC
Comments filed in response to Clean Power Plan

“[…] the continued use of the global value in U.S. regulatory decisions 

may be strategically important as the United States seeks to set an 

example for other countries, harmonize regulatory systems, and take 

the lead in ongoing international negotiations. Binding legal obligations, 

basic ethical responsibilities, and practical considerations further 

counsel in favor of the United States using a global SCC value.”

Source: Joint Comments filed by EDF, NYU IPI, NRDC, and UCS (2014)

Theoretical justifications important 
contribution to legal argument.

http://gwagner.com/wp-content/uploads/Joint-Comments-to-EPA-on-SCC-for-CPP.pdf


A theoretical discussion
Domestically rational SCC > Domestic SCC

1.  Put model/discussion of repeated game setup into global 
political economy (and legal) context

2. Damages differ across regions…

 Include fact that damage 
functions are highly 
heterogeneous across 
regions

3. Heterogeneous Global Shadow Price akin to Weitzman 
(2014). Yet Weitzman ignores transfers.
 Combine voting game with transfers (‘traditional’ or as 
compensation for forgone development among ‘non-Annex I’)



A practical discussion
Domestically rational SCC > Domestic SCC

1. Input potentially pivotal for Clean Power Plan discussions
 One or two papers on Individually Rational SCC? 
Policy-focused piece, or focus on theory, letting others do the 
policy translation?

2.  Second (or third) paper on ‘Transfers’ (in a heterogeneous 
world)

a) Starting point: Free-riding with distributional concerns
(‘Prisoner’s Dilemma Plus’)

b) Alternative interpretation of transfers

c) Extension of Weitzman (2014)’s voting paper

d) ‘Rational SCC’ with Transfers v without

… all that by Summer 2016.
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